2019-2020 QACHS Laptops

These laptops are similar to the Chromebooks you used in middle school...

- Signed form to receive laptop.
- No printing capability.
- USB port works for external mice & similar hardware only.
- Laptops equipped with protective hard cases that must be kept on at all times.
These are laptops not Chromebooks...

- No touch screen.
- Must log in for laptop to operate.
- Use the “Applications” desktop shortcut or start menu to access all programs.
- [Logging in](#)

2019-2020 QACHS Laptops
What else do I need to know?

- The warranty is different than in years past. Dell will not repair damage that is a result of wear and tear such as cracks, scratches, and dents. There will be charges for lost or vandalized laptops as well as charges for repairs associated with laptops that have been crushed, submerged in liquids, etc. These are just a few examples of what is not covered in the warranty.

- Additional coverage can be purchased for $26 that will cover theft or vandalism, but the deadline to purchase this is 9/30/19.

- Students must log in to the laptops at school for the first time. The laptops will not operate if the student tries to initially log in at home.

- The “Applications” menu is only available to students at school; not at home.

- Still need more information? Want to see the complete list of what the laptop warranty covers? Want to know how to purchase the optional warranty?
  - Visit the QACHS website!